
On Their Own.
You may remember that over the summer, we shared about a village in the Brazilian Amazon that had been
caught up in a gun battle with illegal gold miners. The missionary, Peter*, and his young family wound up
evacuating the village on one of our planes.

But their hearts were torn as they left behind the still-infant village church. In their months of absence, Peter
and his family frequently wondered if the believers were holding strong in their faith on their own. Had they
resisted the temptations to turn back to witchcraft, violence, and drugs?

Finally, after many months, the mission leadership agreed that the violent situation in the village had cooled
off and the missionaries could return. As the family prepared to fly in, Peter received word from the village
believers that brought much joy.

Not only are the believers resisting the "old waysn" they are flourishing in their faith! ln the words of the
___1Tu!!!9!gry tfllglqceived the report, 'Atlon its own, the church is still meeting... Despite efforts [by the

minersl to scare off the conrmunitf-fromfie locelion,-fhe-Sefietilthe@se to lefthe
church building, school, or missionary houses be assimilated by miners, other villagers, or even the army or
government officials... Though the material suffering and physical dangers have increased dramatically
and unbelieving influences are actively trying to lead some astray, the body of believers continues to praise
God with singing and thanksgiving... A brave group of believers still holds fast in the midst of the raging
spiritual battle!"

What exciting news! Peter and his family can't wait to get back to the village. And they can do so, in part,
because of you! A plane that Jeyson repaired this summer, is the same one that will be used to fly Peter
and his family to the village and provide them with ongoing deliveries of supplies. Thank you for your
generosity that allows us to serve full-time, and in turn, serve such a faithful group of village believers!
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Hangar Happenings.
, Over the past couple of months, Jeyson has led the

project of changing the engine of one of our planes. This
new engine, an lO-550N, will be more powerful, and
more importantly, will standardize the JAARS training
fleet with the types of aircraft many missionary pilots
currently use around the world. This is more than just

, removing one engine and placing another. lt involves
modifying engine mounts, fuel and electrical systems,
cowling, and other parts. lt's been a challenging but
rewarding project.

Prepared to Prepare
Throughout this year, we had the joy of helping to
prepare a newlywed couple, Tim and Jenna, to serve in
Brazil. We had countless get-togethers, informally
mentoring them on everything from cultural adaption to
the visa application process. I also gave them
Portuguese classes and childbirth education classes
(they are expecting their first child and will give birth in
Brazil). We are excited that Tim and Jenna have now
arrived in Brazil, and we are humbled to have been able
to use our skills and experiences to help make their path
smoother.

Merry Christmas !
As this year comes to an end, we look back over the
many joys and challenges. Projects in the hangar,
a trip to serve in Brazil, an intense but successful
first semester in nursing school, and the day-to-day
laughter and tears involved in raising a family.

Through it all, our hearts are filled with gratitude for
the grace and love that God showed us through the
gift of Jesus. We pray that your family experiences
His joy and presence in a meaningful way this year
as you celebrate His coming.

Merry Christmas from
our family to yours!
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